**Term 1 Learning Overview**

Eastern Fleurieu School

**Teacher:** Miss Candice Milford

**History**
Investigating personal and family history
Exploring present and past family life
Family structures
Investigating Family trees
Time line of life

**Geography**
Our connection to place
Exploring the location of places on a globe and maps
Exploring the weather & seasons across different cultural groups

**Mathematics**

**Number & Place value**
R - Number sequences to 20
1's - Numbers sequences to 100
Mental routines & problematised situations
Secret Code: subitising, count on, skip counting

**Patterns & Algebra**
Copy, continue and create patterns with numbers, objects and drawings

**Measurement & Geometry**
Shape
Miss Bushby: Recognise and classify 2D and 3D shapes

**Science**

**Earth and Space Sciences**
Investigating daily changes in our environment, including weather and seasons and how they affect everyday life.
Exploring the local environment to identify natural, man-made features.

**Mathematics**

**Number & Algebra**

**English**
Jolly Phonics & Jolly Grammar
Guided reading groups
Genre: Narrative - ‘Who sank the Boat’
Orientation (characters & setting)
Vocabulary chart
Oral language - Guessing bags and regular oral language opportunities throughout all lessons
Independent reading
Handwriting - unjoined letters

**Health/Physical Education**
Child Protection Curriculum: relationships
Swimming lessons
Miss Bushby: Sun & Water safety
Mr Crossman: Fundamental movement skills

**The Arts**

**Visual Arts**
Use and experiment with different materials and techniques to make artworks

**Music**
Practice a repertoire of songs and rhymes

**Technology**